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HUs ing Guide 

Words

Skills:.Using.a.Dictionary,.Alphabetical.OrderMaterials:.current.word.list.(spelling,.math,.s .o .c .i .a .l .. .s .t .u .d .i .e .s ., .. .e .t .c .. .) ., .. .p .a .p .e .r ., .. .
student.dictionaries

Extension:
•  Copy several pages from a student dictionary. (Make sure to cover 

up all of the words on the page, except for the guide words, before 
copying the pages.) Create a scrambled list of words that appear on 
the pages. Provide students with the list of words and the copied 
dictionary pages. Have students write the words on the correct pages.

Skill:.Using.a.Dictionary.•.Materials:.transparency.

and.student.copies.of.Using.a.Dictionary.

Directions:.
1.  Provide each student or pair of students with a student dictionary. Have students turn to the fronts of the 

dictionaries. Go over the information that explains how a dictionary is set up and the information that can 
be found in each word entry. Ask questions such as: 

 •  What is the abbreviation for a noun? 
 •  What does etymology mean? 
 •  What does the pronunciation key tell you? 
 •  What is a definition?
 •  What are guide words, and where can they be found?
2.  Display the transparency of page 6. Ask students to tell you what kinds of information they notice on the 

page. Examples: There are words. There is a picture of an animal. There are abbreviations. Some of the 
words are written in dark print. Some pronunciation symbols have upside-down letters. 

3. Distribute copies of the reproducible. Go over the page with students and have them name each item and 
what it does. Then, have students complete the activity page.

Using a
Dict iona ry

reproducible.(page.6),.student.dictionaries,

overhead.projector,.write-on/wipe-away.markers.

Directions:.
1. Provide each student or pair of students with paper, a word list, and 

a student dictionary. On the paper, have students write the words in 
a column in alphabetical order.

2.  Have students look up each word in the dictionary. Next to each 
word, have students write the page number and the guide words for 
the page where the word was found.

1. abacus page 1, a-ability 

2. calendar page 98, cajun-caliper

3. dragnet

4. fortnight

5. salamander

6. terrible
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Label the dictionary page below by writing each word on the correct line.

Using a classroom dictionary, look up the word wolverine. What other items 
are included in the word entry that are not listed on this page?

	 	 	
definition	 illustration	 part	of	speech	 word	entry
guide	word	 page	number	 pronunciation	

Using a Dict iona ry

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8. 																																																																																																																																							
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HA lphabet ica l  

Order

S .k .i .l .l .s .: .. .V .o .c .a .b .u .l .a .r .y ., .. .W .o .r .d .. .B .u .i .l .d .i .n .g .. .• .. .M .a .t .e .r .i .a .l .s .: .. .paper,.overhead.projector,.write-on/wipe-away.markers,.Letters.on.the.Move.reproducible.(page.8,.optional)

Directions:.
1.  Provide students with paper. Select a word that is at least five letters in length. Write the letters used in the 

word in alphabetical order on the overhead projector. 
2.  Explain that students should use all of the letters to make the secret word. 
3. Give students a few minutes to figure out the word. Call on a student to share his solution.
 Example: aehrstv (harvest)

Extension:
• Have students use the letters in the unscrambled word to create as many new words as possible. The letters 

can be recorded on the Letters on the Move reproducible (page 8). 
 Example: Using the word animal: an, man, nil, aim, lain, mail, nail, Alan 
• Have students add possible suffixes to the new words they created to change word meaning and part 
 of speech. Example: aimed, aiming, mailed, mailing, nailed, nailing, etc. 

Skills:.Vocabulary,.Word.Building.•.Materials:.

paper,.overhead.projector,.write-on/wipe-away.

markers,.student.copies.of.Letters.on.the.Move.

reproducible.(page.8,.optional)

Directions:.
1.  Write a word on the overhead projector. Ask students to use the letters in the word to make as many other  

words as possible. (Each letter can only be used the number of times it appears in the original word.) 
 Example: Words that can be made from the word student: Ed, end, net, set, ten, dent, dune, dust, send, 

sent, tend, tent, test, tune, dents, stunt, tends, tunes, stunted
2.  Call on students to contribute words they created as you write them on the overhead projector. 
3.  Remind students that if the original word contains an “s” or “es,” plurals can be made. 
4. Pass out copies of the Letters on the Move reproducible (page 8) and demonstrate sorting the words into 

different categories. The categories are:
 •  two, three, four, five, and six or more letter words
 •  letter switches—two or more words using the same letters; Example: tend and dent 
 •  forward and backward—words that can be read forward and backward; Example: net and ten
 •  all of the letters—a new word that uses all of the letters in the original word

Let te rs on 
the Move
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Compound  

Word Squares
.......Skill:.Compound.Words.•.Materials:.

Compound.Word.List.and.chart.paper.from.previous.

Skill:.Compound.Words.•.Materials:.markers,.

chart.paper,.Compound.Word.List..

Directions:.
1.  Tell students that a compound word is formed by combining  

two words to create a new and unique word. 
 Example: rain + bow = rainbow
2.  Give students time to think of as many compound words as possible. (They can look through reading, 

social studies, spelling, etc., books to find compound words.) Record the compound words on chart paper. 
(A sample list of compound words is provided for teacher reference on page 10.)

Extension:
• Make compound word chains. Provide students with strips of paper cut into 2" x 11" (5 cm x 28 cm) 

strips. Have each student select a compound word and write it on the first strip, put glue on one end, and 
attach it to the other end to make a circle. On the next strip, have her write another compound word, but 
specify that the word must contain one of the words used in the previous compound word. Then, have 
her loop the end of the strip through the first circle, put glue on one end, and form another circle. Have 
students continue to do this until they are unable to add other compound words to the chains.

 Example: campfire—fireman—doorman—outdoor—outside, etc.

Directions:.
1.  Select nine words that are commonly used in compound words, such as door, cup, cake, tea, man, house, 

hot, and light. Write the words on the board or overhead projector.
2.  On a separate piece of paper, have students list all of the compound words they can think of, using the nine 

words. Some sample words are teahouse, cupcake, lighthouse, hotcake, doorman, teacup, and hothouse.
3.  Have students share the words that they made. Add any new compound words to the list on the chart paper.

Extension:
•  Make compound word books. Provide each student with a half-piece 

of letter-sized paper. Have him fold the ends in so that they touch 
in the center. Have him write the first part of a compound word 
on the left flap and the second part of the word on the right flap. 
Next, have him open the flaps and write the compound word. When 
finished, have him illustrate each word.

Compound  
Words

rain bow

rainbow

(page.10),.glue,.paper.cut.into.2".x.11".

activity,.paper,.crayons,.overhead.projector.

(5.cm.x.28.cm).strips
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	 	 afternoon
	 		 afterthought
	 		 airplane
	 		 airport
	 	 anybody
	 		 anyone
	 	 anything
	 	 anyway
	 		 anywhere
	 		 backboard
	 		 backbone
	 	 background
	 		 backpack
	 		 backyard
	 		 ballroom
	 		 ballpark
	 		 barefoot
	 		 baseball
	 		 basketball
	 		 bathrobe
	 		 bathroom
	 	 bedside
	 	 bedtime
	 	 birdcage
	 	 birdhouse
	 	 birthday
	 	 blueberry
	 	 bookend
	 	 bookmark
	 	 bookworm
	 	 breakfast
	 	 butterfly
	 	 candlelight
	 	 chalkboard
	 	 cheeseburger
	 	 classmate
	 	 classroom
	 	 clothespin
	 	 copyright

	 	 cowboy
	 	 cowgirl
	 	 crosswalk
	 	 crossword
	 	 daydream
	 	 daylight
	 	 daytime
	 	 doorbell
	 	 doorknob
	 	 doorstep
	 	 doorway
	 	 doughnut
	 	 downhill
	 	 downstairs
	 	 earthquake
	 	 everybody
	 	 everyone
	 	 everywhere
	 	 fingerprint
	 	 firefighter
	 	 fireplace
	 	 firewood
	 	 fireworks
	 	 flashback
	 	 flashlight
	 	 football
	 	 footprint
	 	 grandfather
	 	 grandmother
	 	 grandparent
	 	 grapefruit
	 	 grasshopper
	 	 hairbrush
	 	 haircut
	 	 hairstyle
	 	 hallway
	 	 handbook
	 	 handlebar
	 	 headache

	 	 headlight
	 	 headphone
	 	 headset
	 	 highway
		 	 hillside
	 	 homegrown
	 	 homemade
	 	 hometown
	 	 homework
	 	 horseshoe
	 	 indoor	 	
	 		 inside
	 		 keyboard
	 	 keyhole	
	 		 ladybug
	 	 leftover
	 	 lifeguard
	 	 lighthouse
	 	 lipstick
	 	 mailbox
	 	 mealtime
	 	 moonlight
	 	 motorcycle
	 	 newscast
	 	 newspaper
	 	 newsprint
	 	 nighttime
	 	 oatmeal
	 	 outdoors
	 	 outfield
	 	 outline
	 	 outside
	 	 overall
	 	 overboard
	 	 overlook
	 	 overnight
	 	 overtime
	 	 pancake
	 	 paperwork

	 	 pineapple
	 	 playground
	 	 postcard
	 	 rainbow
	 	 raincoat
	 	 raindrop
	 	 roommate
	 	 sailboat
	 	 saucepan
	 	 shoelace
	 	 somebody
	 	 somehow
	 	 someone
	 	 something
	 	 somewhere
	 	 stairway
	 	 stoplight
	 	 stopwatch
	 	 storeroom
	 	 sunbeam
	 	 sunflower
	 	 sunlight
	 	 sunshine
	 	 tablecloth
	 	 tablespoon
	 	 teaspoon
	 	 toothache
	 	 toothbrush
	 	 toothpaste
	 	 undercover
	 	 underground
	 	 underwater
	 	 update
	 	 upstairs
	 		 volleyball
	 	 waterfall
	 	 watermelon
	 	 wheelbarrow
	 	 wheelchair

Compound Word Li s t
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Extensions:
•  Whenever you have free instructional minutes, select a set of 

homophones from the chart and call on students to use each 
homophone in a sentence.

•  Create a homophone reference book. Bind 26 pages of writing 
paper together to make a book. Label each page with a letter 
from the alphabet. Alphabetize the homophones and write them 
on the correct pages. 

 Example: The homophones ate and eight will be alphabetized 
and written in the book on the “a” page as ate, eight and on the 
“e” page as eight, ate.

•  Make a Homophone Word Wall. Have each student select a 
pair of homophones to illustrate. Then, have each student fold 
a piece of paper in half. On one half, have the student write one 
homophone and a sentence using that homophone. On the other 
half, have him write the other homophone and a sentence using 
that homophone. Have students illustrate their homophones. The 
completed pages can be displayed on a bulletin board or shared 
with students in a younger grade.

Skill:.Homophones.•.Materials:.paper;.sentence.

strips;.copied.text.from.a.social.studies.book,.

language.arts.book,.newspaper,.etc.;.markers;.

chart.paper;.student.dictionaries

Homophones

ate

The bears ate everything.

             eight  

 

  
  

I like the number eight.

Directions:.
1.  Explain that homophones are sets of words that sound the same but have different meanings and spellings. 

Example:
 read—something already looked at I read the article yesterday.
 red—a color I am wearing a red shirt.
2.  Give students a few minutes to list as many homophones as possible. At the end of the allotted time,  

have students share their homophone lists. Create a master list of homophones by recording the words  
on chart paper.

3.  Give each student or pair of students a copy of the copied text. Have her circle all of the words in the text 
that have homophones. (The other spellings of the homophones do not have to appear in the text.) Have 
each student share her list of words. Add any new words to the master list.

4.  Provide each student with several sentence strips and a marker. Assign several homophones from the 
master list to him. Have him write each homophone and its meaning on a sentence strip. (Students can use 
dictionaries to look up definitions and to check pronunciation. Remind students that for some words they 
will have to look up the singular or present tense forms of the words to find the definitions.)

 Example: hair—a light coating of fur    hare—a rabbit
5.  Call on students to share their definitions. Display completed sentence strips on a bulletin board.
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Skill:.Homophones.•.Materials:.student.copies.and.
transparency.of.Homophone.Practice.reproducible.

(page.13),.student.dictionaries,.transparency.of.
sentences.at.the.bottom.of.this.page,.overhead.

projector,.write-on/wipe-away.markers

Homophone 

Pract ice

	 1.	 Helen	became	lost	traveling	through	the																												of	golden																										.

	 2.	 We	will																												the	juicy																												at	the	bottom	of	the	pie.

	 3.	 The																												of	the	rainbow	appeared	to	end	on	the	deck	of	the																		.

	 4.		Do	not																												us	before																												is	served.

	 5.	 While	she	learned	her																												,	the	actress	ate	a	sweet																											.

	 6.	 We																												the	boat	to	the	dock	before	the																													came	in.

	 7.		In	our	hotel																												,	there	is	a	box	of	the	finest																												chocolate.

	 8.		Don’t																												time	doing	useless																												-slimming	exercises.

	 9.		Tom																												the	big	green																												in	a	little	wagon.

	10.		Johann																												the	newly																												shoes	for	a	fair	price.

Directions:.
1.  Review with students that homophones are words that sound the same but 

are spelled differently and have different meanings.
2.  Provide each student with a copy of Homophone Practice reproducible 

(page 13). Have students work independently to write the definition for 
each word. If a student is unfamiliar with a word or unsure of its meaning, 
have him look up the word in a dictionary. Remind students that for some 
words they will need to look up the singular or present tense forms of the 
words to find the definitions. (If desired, assign each student one word to 
look up and find its definition. Then, write the definitions 
on the Homophone Practice transparency while students 
complete their copies.)

3.  On the overhead projector, display a transparency of the 
sentences below. As a class, complete each sentence with the 
correct pair of homophones. Write students’ answers in the 
blanks on the transparency.

FA ST  F IN
I S

H
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projector,.write-on/wipe-away.markers
Write the meaning  
for each homophone.

	 1.	arc:	 ____________________________________________________________________ 	

	 2.		ark:	_____________________________________________________________________

	 3.	berry:	___________________________________________________________________ 	

	 4.	bury:	___________________________________________________________________ 	

	 5.		desert:	 _________________________________________________________________

	 6.		dessert:	_________________________________________________________________

	 7.	maize:	__________________________________________________________________ 	

	 8.	maze:	__________________________________________________________________ 	

	 9.	 role:	____________________________________________________________________ 	

	 10.	 roll:	_____________________________________________________________________ 	

	 11.	 sold:	____________________________________________________________________ 	

	 12.	 soled:	__________________________________________________________________ 	

	 13.	 suite:	___________________________________________________________________ 	

	 14.	 sweet:	__________________________________________________________________ 	

	 15.	 tide:	____________________________________________________________________ 	

	 16.	 tied:	____________________________________________________________________

	 17.	 toad:	___________________________________________________________________ 	

	 18.	 towed:	 _________________________________________________________________ 	

	 19.	waist:	___________________________________________________________________ 	

	20.	waste:	__________________________________________________________________

Homophone Pract ice
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SuffixesSkill:.Using.Suffixes.•.Materials:.student.copies.and.

transparency.of.Suffixes.reproducible.(page.16),.

overhead.projector,.write-on/wipe-away.markers,

and.transparency.of.Prefixes.and.Root.Words.
reproducible.(page.15),.student.dictionaries,.overhead.

projector,.write-on/wipe-away.markers.(optional).

Directions:.
1.  Explain that a prefix is added to the beginning of a word and changes the meaning of the word. 
     Example:  Give students the following two sentences:
 I will view the movie.  I will review the movie.
 Ask, “Which word had a prefix added to it? How does it change the meaning of the word and the 

sentence?” Explain that the word view had the prefix re- added to it. Review means that the person 
watching the movie will watch the movie again. In the first sentence, the person will just watch (view) the movie.

2.  Display the Prefixes and Root Words transparency (page 15) on the overhead projector. Go over the prefixes 
with students. Ask students, “Who can tell me a word with the prefix uni-? What does the prefix uni- 
mean?” Call on students to share words with the prefix uni- (unicorn, unicycle, uniform, etc.). Repeat this 
step with each prefix and root word. Use words containing prefixes or root words in your spelling list for 
the week. Review prefixes and root words in several lessons.

3.  Distribute copies of the Prefixes and Root Words reproducible. Students can complete the page working as a 
class, in pairs, or individually.

Extensions:
• Copy text from a language arts, history, social studies, or math book. Have students search the text and 

write down any words containing prefixes. Then, have students write definitions for the prefixes. 
• Compile a list of prefixes and write them on chart paper.
• Make copies of the list of Prefixes and Suffixes (page 17) for students to keep as a reference tool in their 

writing folders.

.student.dictionaries

Directions:.
1.  Explain that a suffix is added to the end of a word to change its meaning. Let students know that they use 

suffixes every day when they add -s, -ed, or -ing to words. 
2.  Display the Suffixes transparency (page 16) on the overhead projector. Go over the suffixes at the top of 

the page.
3.  Have each student or pair of students write a definition for each word on the worksheet.
4. If time permits, write the correct answers on the transparency and have students check their work.

Prefixes Skill:.Using.Prefixes.•.Materials:.student.copies.

Suffixes.page.(page.17,.optional).
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reproducible.(page.15),.student.dictionaries,.overhead.
Write the meanings for the prefixes and root words.

Prefixes

	 1.	 uni-:		 __________________________________________________________________________

	 2.		semi-:	_________________________________________________________________________

	 3.	 tri-:		____________________________________________________________________________

	 4.		mis-:		__________________________________________________________________________

Root	Words

	 5.	 circle:	_________________________________________________________________________

	 6.	 form:	__________________________________________________________________________

	 7.	 interpret:	 ______________________________________________________________________

	 8.	 angle:		________________________________________________________________________

	 9.	 cycle:	_________________________________________________________________________

	 10.	 annual:		_______________________________________________________________________	

	 11.	 pronounce:		___________________________________________________________________	

	 12.	 linguist:		_______________________________________________________________________

Write the word for each definition.

	 13.	 a	one-wheeled	bike:	________________________________________

	 14.	 happening	every	six	months:	 ________________________________

	 15.	 to	explain	or	understand	incorrectly:	_________________________

	 16.	 a	person	who	speaks	three	languages:	 ______________________

	 17.	 half	of	a	circle:	______________________________________________

	 18.	 to	say	incorrectly:	___________________________________________

	 19.	 having	one	shape:	__________________________________________

	20.	 a	shape	with	three	corners:	__________________________________

Prefixes and Root Words
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A	suffix	is	added	to	the	end	of	a	word	to	change	its	meaning.	

Write the meaning for each word.

	 1.	 meatless:	__________________________________________________________	

	 2.	 musicology:	________________________________________________________	

	 3.	 lifelike:	_____________________________________________________________	

	 4.	 planetarium:	_______________________________________________________	

	 5.	 joyous:	_____________________________________________________________

	 6.	 artist:	______________________________________________________________	

	 7.	 marvelous:	_________________________________________________________	

	 8.	 homeless:	__________________________________________________________

	 9.	 childlike:	___________________________________________________________	

	10.	 duckling:	___________________________________________________________	

-arium:	place	for	
-cal:	having	the	shape	of
-ectomy:	surgical	removal	of
-ous:	full	of
-less:	without
-let:	small

-like:	resembling
-ling:	small
-ist:	a	person	who	does
-ology:	study	or	science	of
-phobia:	fear	of
-ward:	direction

Suffixes
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Prefixes

Numbers
	bi-	 two
centi-		 hundred
dec-,	deci-	 ten	
di-	 two
hemi-	 half
hex-,	hexa-	 six
kilo-	 thousand		
milli-	 thousand
mon-,	mono-	 one
oct-,	octa-,		 eight
octo-	
pent-,	penta-	 five
quadr-,	quadri-,	 four
quadru-	
semi-	 half
	tri-	 three
uni-	 one

When
ante-	 before
post-	 after
pre-	 before
pro-	 before

Where
a-		 on
circum-	 around
dia-	 through
inter-	 among
intra-	 within
intro-	 inside
peri-	 all	around
re-	 back
retro-	 back
sub-	 under
super-	 over
	tel-,	tele-	 distant
trans-	 across

Not or Opposite
	dis-	 opposite
for-	 prohibit
non-	 not
	un-	 opposite

Amount of, Extent
equi-	 equal
extra-	 beyond
hyper-	 excessive
hypo-	 too	little
multi-	 many,	much
omni-	 all
out-	 surpassing
over-	 too	much
poly-	 many
super-	 more	than
ultra-	 beyond

For, Against, Good, Bad
anti-	 against
contra-	 against
mal-	 bad
	mis-	 bad
pro-	 for

Prefixes and Suffixes

Suffixes

-arium	 place	for
-cal	 having	the	shape	of
-ectomy	 surgical	removal	of
-ery,	-ry	 state	or	condition
-ist	 a	person	who	does
-itis	 inflammation
-kin	 small
-less	 without
-let	 small

-like	 resembling
-ling	 small
-oid	 resembling
-ology	 study	or	science	of
-ous	 full	of
-phobia	 fear	of
-ship	 skill	or	art	of
-ward	 direction




